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Abstract 
In this paper, we give sufficient conditions for simple graphs to be class 1. These conditions 
mainly depend on the edge-connectivity, maximum degree and the number of vertices of 
maximum degree of a graph. Using these conditions, we can extend various results of Chetwynd 
and Hilton, and Niessen and Volkmann. 
I. Introduction 
We shall consider only finite and simple graphs. We denote the vertex set, edge set, 
minimum degree, maximum degree and chromatic index of a graph G by V(G), E(G), 
'G  6(G) (or simply 6), A(G) (or simply A) and Z ( ) ,  respectively. We denote the degree of 
a vertex x in G by d~(x). 
A well-known result of Vizing says that for any graph G, A(G) <<, z'(G) ~< A(G) + 1. 
If z'(G) = A(G), G is said to be class 1, and if z'(G) = A(G) + 1, G is said to be class 2. 
A connected class 2 graph G with x'(G - e) < Z'(G) for every edge e of G is said to be 
critical. The subgraph induced by those vertices of maximum degree A (G) is denoted 
by GA and is called the core of G. We denote JV(Gd)[ by r(G). A graph G is overfull if 
]E(G)[ > A(G)LIV(G)/2[ J. Note that an overfull graph must necessarily be of odd 
order. Since no colour can appear on more than L IV(G)/2] J edges, it is easy to see 
that if G is overfull, then G is class 2. The edge-colouring conjecture of Chetwynd and 
Hilton (see [3]) says that if G is a graph of maximum degree A(G) > t V(G)]/3, then 
G is class 2 if and only if G contains an overfull subgraph H with A(H) = A(G). We 
shall show that this conjecture is true when A (G) is sufficiently large which improves 
a result in [-4]. The deficiency of a subset V of V(G), denoted by def V, is defined by 
defV = ~ (A(G) - d6(v) - 1). 
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If A, B are two disjoint subsets of V(G), let e(A, B) denote the number of edges joining 
vertices of A to vertices of B. If B = V(G) - A, let e(A, B) = e(A). For each vertex v of 
a subgraph H of G, we denote the number of elements in the set {xe V(H): 
dH(x)= A(G) and xveE(H)} by d*(v) and let d*(H)=minv~v(md*(v). Clearly, 
0 <~ d*(H) <~ r(G) - 1 with d*(H) = 0 if H has degree A(H) <, A(G) - 1. It is easy to 
see that d*(G) <~ [_ [A(G)r(G)]/[V(G)[ J. 
2. Some useful results 
The first result is due to Vizing [83. 
Lemma 1. I f  G is a class 2 graph, then G contains a critical subgraph H of degree 
A(H) = A(G). 
Proof of the next result can be found in [1]. 
Lemma 2. Let G be a critical graph. Then 6(G) >>. A(G) - r(G) + 2. 
Let H be a graph with a matching M = {ulvl . . . .  , upvp} (p >1 1) and let the vertices 
of V(H) -{u l , . . . ,up}  be denoted by vt, vt+1 . . . . .  vp, where t - -2p+l -V(H)  
( ~< 1). If t = 1, then M is a perfect matching (or 1-factor) of H. If E(H) contains edges 
only of the form: uivj with i ~<j and vivj with i >/1 or j >1 1, we shall say M is an 
essential matching ofH. A graph is said to have class 1 structure if either it has no edges 
or it has an essential matching. The following lemma is a special case of a more general 
result [2, Theorem 5]. 
Lemma 3. I f  G~ has class 1 structure, then G is class 1. 
Lemma 4. A graph with at most two vertices of maximum degree is class 1. 
Proof. Clearly, G~ has class 1 structure and so by Lemma 3, G is class 1. [] 
Lemma 4 can also be proved by the well-known Vizing's adjacency lemma (see [8]). 
The next result is obtained by combining various results of Niessen and Volkmann 
[7]. The new results we obtain are in fact corollaries of this lemma. 
Lemma 5. Let G be a graph with either (1) 6(G) >~[_ [V(G)[/2 J + r(G) - 2 if G is of 
even order or (2) 6(G) >f L [V(G)[/2 _] + r(G) + d*(G) if G is of odd order and is not 
overfull. Then G is class 1. 
The proof of the next result is rather complicated and is therefore left to the end. 
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Lemma 6. Let G be a graph with r(G)= r >1 3 and E(G~) ~ O. Let Z = {x6 V(G): 
de(x) <~ A -- r + 1} and 2 = min {e(V(G~),Z) , r  - 2}. Then there are r - 2 edge-dis- 
joint matchings M + (1 ~< i ~< r - 2) of  G~ such that G~ - ( M~ w ... uM,+_ 2) has M as 
essential matching and has class 1 structure and I M~+I <~ (r -- i)/2 for  each i. Further- 
more, there is a sequence (xl . . . .  ,xz)  of  vertices with each xi~ V(GA) - V(M~-) and 
there are 2 distinct edges xix[(1 <<. i <<. 2), where x'i~Z. 
3. Main results 
The basic proof technique is due to Chetwynd and Hilton [1]. The essential idea is 
to remove from a graph G, edge-disjoint matchings F1 . . . . .  F,,, chosen in such a way 
that the resultant graph G - (F lw  ... wFm) has class 1 structure. Working back, it 
follows that G is also class 1. Unlike some authors (see [2, 4, 7]), who use Dirac's 
theorem on the existence of Hamiltonian cycles, we use alternative paths to look for 
F1 . . . .  , F,,. The alternating path argument can be used because to ensure that the 
resultant graph has class 1 structure, we need only consider those vertices of G whose 
degrees differ slightly from the maximum degree. By avoiding Dirac's theorem, our 
results will not depend on the minimum degree of G. However, if graph G is regular or 
nearly regular, vertices of minimum degree will have to be considered regardless of 
whether using Dirac's theorem or the alternating path argument. This means that it is 
unlikely the alternating path argument can be used to improve results in [2, 7] on the 
1-factorization of regular graphs. By transforming a total colouring problem to an 
edge colouring problem, the alternating path argument had been used to prove that if 
G is a graph with A(G)>¼IV(G) I - -½,  then the total chromatic number 
zr(G) <<. A(G) + 2 (see [5]). 
Theorem 1. Let G be a graph with r (G)=r  and A(G)=A.  Let X={xeV(G) :  
de(x) >~ A - r + 2}, Y={xeV(G) :A - r+2~<de(x)<<.A-2}  and 
(1) A >~ I V(G)I/2 + ~f - 2 i f lX I  is even; or 
(2) A >>. b V(G)I/2 + 2r - 3 and def Y + e(X)/> r -  2 / f iX [  is odd. 
Then G is class 1. 
Proof. If r ~< 2, then by Lemma 4, G is class 1. So assume throughout that r >/3 and 
note that ifr = 3, then Y is empty. If G~ has no edges, then Gd has class 1 structure, and 
so by Lemma 3, G is class 1. Thus, assume that E(G3) v ~ O. Let Z = V(G) - X.  By 
Lemma 6, there are r -  2 edge-disjoint matchings Mr ,  ... ,M~*-2 of G3 such that 
G~ - (M~-w .-. uM~_2) has M as essential matching and has class 1 structure. 
Case 1: IXI is even. 
We claim that there are r - 2 edge-disjoint matchings F~, . . . ,  F,-2 of G such that 
for 1 ~<k~<r-2 ,  
(a) by defining M* = M~ -- (F lw ... WFk_ lUM) ,  M~ c_ Fk; 
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(b) Gk = G -- (Fl w ... W Fk- x w M)  -- V (M~) has a matching Ck such that all vertices 
from X - V(M~) and of degree ~> A - k - [ V(M~)I - 1 in Gk are Ck-Saturated; 
(c) FR = M* WCk. 
If matchings F1 . . . . .  F,_ 2 have been constructed according to condit ions (a)-(c), 
then since FkC~M = 0 and (M~ w ... w M,+_ 2) ~_ (Fl w ... w Fr- 2), G~ - (Fx w ... w Fr- 2) 
has M as essential matching and so has class 1 structure. To prove such matchings do 
exist, we suppose dge-disjoint matchings F~ . . . .  , Fk- ~ have been constructed accord- 
ing to condit ions (a)-(c) where 1 ~< k ~ r - 2. Suppose on the contrary, condit ion (b) 
does not hold, that is, X-  V(M*)  has a vertex u which is Ck-unsaturated and 
dok(u) >>, A -- k - IV (M~' ) I  - 1. Since IXl and [ V(M~')I = 2 IM* I  are both even, 
IX -  V(M*)I is also even. So X-  (V(M~)w{u}) has a vertex v which is either 
Ck-unsaturated or is Ck-Saturated with vv'e Ck and v 'e Z. Let do~(u) = d. There are 
d vertices Ux . . . .  , ua adjacent o u in Gk and another d vertices U'x . . . . .  u~ such that 
u~u)eCk(1 <<,j <~ d) as we want Ck to be maximal  subject to (b). (It is possible that 
u)e {ul, ... , ud} for somej.)  Since Ck is maximal  subject o (b), vertices u, u'l . . . .  , u~ are 
each nonadjacent  to v in Gk and so dG~(v) <<. I V(Gk)I -- d - 2. Now d~(v) >1 A - r + 2 
and r V(Gk)] = f V(G)J -- ] V(M*)I, and so we have 
(A - k - I V (M*) [ -  1) + (A - r + 2 -- k - I V(M~)]) ~< d~(u) + d~(v) 
~< I V(G)I - IV(M~')I -2 ,  
which simplifies to 
2A ~< I V(G)I + r + 2k + ] V(M~)I - 3. 
S ince IV(M*) l=  ~<21M*I~<2IM~ I <r -kbyLemma6andk~r -2 ,wehave  
2A ~<[V(G) l+r+2k+(r -k ) -3  
-- I V(G)I + 2r + k - 3 
~< IV(G) I + 3r -  5, 
contradict ing that A /> I V(G)I/2 + -~ - 2. This establishes condit ion (b) and it clearly 
follows that condit ion (c) (and hence also (a)) also holds. 
Case 2: I XI is odd and def Y + e(X) ~> r - 2. 
By Lemma 6, we can form a sequence (Xl, ... ,xa) of vertices such that each 
xie V(G~) - V (M +) where 2 = min {~(V(G~),Z), r - 2} and x l ,  ... ,x~ need not be 
distinct vertices. Let q = min {def Y, r - 2} and m = r - 2 - q with q = 0 if Y = 0. If 
q = r - 2, then m = 0 ~< e(X), and if q = def Y, then m = r - 2 -de f  Y ~< e(X). Thus, 
m ~< e(X). This means that if m >i 2 + 1, we can extend the sequence (xl . . . .  ,x~) to 
(xl . . . . .  x,.) where x leX  -- V(GA) (and so x ieX  - V(M+)) for 2 + 1 ~< i ~< m and 
there are m distinct edges xix'~ e E(G), where x; e Z. If m ~< 2, then obviously the 
sequence (Xl . . . . .  x,,) also exists. 
We claim that if m ~> 1, then there are m edge-disjoint matchings F1 . . . . .  F,. of 
G such that 
(a) by defining M* = Mk - (F lU  " "  t.dFk-lt.-)m), M* ~ Fk; 
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= - " (V(Mk)U{Xk,Xk+I  . . . . .  X;,}) has a match ing  (b) Gk G (F lu  '"  uFk_ lUM) -  * ' 
Ck such that  all vert ices f rom X - (V(M*)W{Xk})  are Ck-Saturated; 
(c) ek * -= Mk k...)Ckt.-){XkXk}. 
Suppose  edge-d is jo int  match ings  F1 . . . . .  Fk-  1 have been const ructed accord ing  to 
cond i t ions  (a)-(c) where 1 ~< k ~< m. Suppose  on the contrary ,  X - (V (M*)u  {Xk }) has 
a vertex u which is Ck-unsaturated.  Since I XI is odd  and Xk~V(Mk ) and so Xkq~V(M*) 
which impl ies that  IX  - - (V (M*)U{Xk}) I  is even. So X - (V (M*)w 
{Xk, U}) has a vertex v which is either Ck-unsaturated and or is Ck-saturated with 
vv' ~ Ck and v' ~ Z. As in Case 1, since we want  Ck to be max imal  subject to (b), we have 
de~(u) + de~(v) <~IV(Gk) I - -  2. Let I {x~ + 1 . . . . .  x~}l  = t/k. Since x~ + x . . . . .  x;, need not  
be dist inct  vertices, t/k ~< m -- k ~ r - 2 - k. Since both  de(u) and de(v) >>. A - r + 2 
and I V(G~)I = I V(G)I - I V(M*) I  - 1 - t/k, we have 
2(A -- r + 2 -- k - I V (M*) I  - 1 - ilk ) <~ da~(U) + de~(V) 
~< I V(G)I - I V(M*) I  - t/k -- 3, 
which simplif ies to 
2A ~< I V(G)I + 2r + 2k + l V(M~')I + r/k -- 5. 
Since IV(M*) [  ~< r -- k and  r/k ~< r -- 2 -- k, we have 
2A~<lV(G) l+2r+2k+(r -k )+( r -2 -k ) -5  
~< I V(G)I + 4r -  7, 
cont rad ic t ing  that  A >/I V(G)I/2 + 2r - 3. Thus,  cond i t ion  (b) holds.  To  prove condi -  
t ion (c) holds,  we first note  that  ' + {x ix l}nMj  = 0 for any i and j .  By the const ruct ion  of 
C, in (b), {xi +lX ' i  + 1, " ' ,  XmXm } ~ Ci = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,  k - 1, and  so  {x k XPk } (-'1C i = 0 for 
i = 1 . . . . .  k. Threrefore,  {XkX'k}nFi = 0 for i = 1 . . . . .  k - 1. Thus,  XkX~, is an edge in 
G - (F1 u .-. WFk- l wM)  and  so we may let {XkX'k } e Fk. This proves  that  cond i t ion  (c) 
holds.  
Let  (Yl . . . .  ,yq) be a sequence of vert ices of e lements of Y such that  if ye  Y then 
1{i: 1 ~< i ~ q and  y, = y}l ~< def{y} = A - de(y) - 1. 
For  convenience,  we shal l  say ye  Y appears at most  def{y} t imes in the sequence 
(Yl, - . - ,  Yq). We next show that  there are q edge-d is jo int  match ings  Fro+ 1 . . . . .  F~_ 2 of 
Gsuchthat i fm+ 1 ~<k~<r-2 ,  then 
(d) by def in ing M* = Mk -- (F~ u ... U Fk_ I U M),  M*  c_ FR; 
(e) Gk = G - (F lu  "" t3 Fk - l  W M ) -- ( V (M* )U {yR-m} ) has a match ing  Ck such that  
all vert ices f rom X - (V (M*)W{yk_ , ,  }) are Ck-Saturated; 
(f) Fk = M*WCk.  
As in Case 1, if match ings  F1, ... , F , -2  have been constructed,  
G~ - (F lu  ... uF~_2)  has M as essential  match ing  and so has class 1 structure.  To  
prove such match ings  do exist, we suppose  edge-d is jo int  match ings  F1, . . . ,  Fk- ~ have 
been const ructed  accord ing  to cond i t ions  (d)-( f )  where m + 1 4 k ~ r - 2. Suppose  
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on the contrary,  X - (V (M*)U{yk- , .} )  has a vertex u which is Ck-unsaturated. Since 
Yk- , .¢V(M*) ,  IX  -- (V (M*)u  {Yk-, .}) I is even. So X - (V (M*)u  {Yk-, . ,  U}) has a ver- 
tex v which is either Ck-unsaturated and or is Ck-Saturated with vv'e Ck and v 'e Z. 
Then similarly, we will have d~,(u)+ d~, (v )<~IV(Gk) I -  2. Since both dG(u) and 
d~(v) ~> A - r + 2 and [V(Gk)[ = IV(G)[ - IV(M*)[ - 1, we therefore have 
2(A -- r + 2 -- k - I V(M*)I - 1) ~< d~,(u) + do,(v) 
~< I V(G)I - I V(M*)I - 3, 
which simplifies to 
2A ~< I V(G)I + 2r + 2k + I V(M*)I - 5. 
Since I V(M*)I ~< r - k and k ~< r - 2, we have 
2A ~< I V(G)I + 2r + 2k + (r - k) - 5 
~< I V(G)I + 4r - 7, 
contradict ing that A >/ IV(G)I /2 + 2r - 3. This proves that Fk, m + 1 <~ k <~ r - 2, 
can be constructed according to condit ions (d)-(f). This completes the discussion of 
Cases 1 and 2. 
We now claim that G - (F lw  ... uF , - z )  = G* has max imum degree A - r + 2 and 
any vertex of degree A -  r + 2 must come from V(GA). If vertex xCX,  then 
d~(x) ~< A - r + 1 and so da.(x) ~< A - r + 1. We now suppose vertex x~X.  If x is 
F i -saturated for all i, then do.(x) ~< A - r + 2 and so we have do.(x) = A - r + 2 if and 
only i fxe  V(Ga). Let x be Fk-unsaturated but is Fi -saturated for i = k + 1, ... , r  - 2. 
Then xCV(M*) ,  and so xe  V(Gk) is Ck-unsaturated in Case 1 or x = Yk-m in Case 2. 
But in Case 1, no vertex in X - V (M*)  and of degree >/A - k - [ V(M*)[ - 1 in 
Gk is Ck-unsaturated and so d~k(x) < A -- k - I V(M*)I - 1. Let 
G* = G - (F lw ..- WFk-1). So in Case 1, dot(x) < A - k, and thus 
do.(x) <~ dGt(x) -- (r -- 2 - k) = A - r + 1. 
I f x  = Yk-,, in Case 2, then x appears at most def {x} times in (Yl, - . . ,  Yq)- I fx  is missed 
by at least A - da(x) matchings from {Fx . . . .  , F,_ 2 }, then for some k, x is missed by 
Fk and x ~ Yk- m which contradicts condit ion (b) or (e) of Case 2. Thus, x is missed by 
at most def{x} matchings from {F~ . . . . .  F,_2 }, and so 
do.(x) <<. do (x) - (r - 2 - (a - da(x) - 1)) = A - r + 1. 
Therefore, the core of G* is Ga - (FacJ .-. c )F , -2)  which has class 1 structure and 
therefore by Lemma 3, G* is class 1. F rom an edge colour ing of G* with colours 
1,2 . . . . .  A -  r + 2, we form an edge colour ing of G with colours 1,2, ... ,A by 
assigning colour A - r + 2 + i to all edges of Fi for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  r - 2, that is, G is 
class 1. [ ]  
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Theorem 2. Let G be a (r(G) - 2)-edge-connected graph with A(G) >t I V(G)I/2 + 
2r(G) - 3 and X = {x~ V(G): d6(x) >1 A(G) - r(G) + 2}. Suppose X ~ V(G) iflXI is 
odd. Then G is class 1. 
Proof. Let r(G) = r( >>. 3). Now 
A(G) >/I V(G)I I V(G) L 3r 
+ 2r - 3 ~> ------~- + -~- -- 2 
and so if l X I is even, then by Theorem 1, G is class 1. If l X I is odd, then X ~ V(G) and 
since G is (r - 2)-edge-connected, (X) >~ r - 2 and so again by Theorem 1, G is class 
1. []  
The following result extends Theorem 6 of [7] which is formulated with the 
condition A(G) >~ I V(G)I/2 + 3r(G) - 3. 
Corollary 1. Let G be a (r(G)-  2)-edge-connected graph of even order and with 
A(G) >>. I V(G)I/2 + 2r(G) -- 3. Then G is class 1. 
Proof. Since G is of even order, X ~ V(G) if IXI is odd, So by Theorem 2, G is class 
1. []  
The next result extends Theorem 5 of I-7] which is formulated with the condition 
A(G) >~LI V(G)I/2J + 3r(G) - 3. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a (r(G) - 2)-edge-connected graph of odd order and with 
(1) d(G)>~[~l  + 2r(G) +d*(G) -2  or 
(2) A (6) >t + 2r(a) + t_ [ ~  J - 2. 
Then G is class 2 if and only if G is overfull. 
Proof. We need only to consider the case where (1) holds since the inequality in (2) 
implies (1). Let r(G) = r( >~ 3). Clearly if G is overfull, then G is class 2. We now assume 
G is class 2. Clearly since d*(G) >~ O, we have 
By Theorem 2, we must have X = V(G), since otherwise G is class 1. Since X = V(G), 
¢~(G,>~A-r+2~>/ IV(G) ' /+r+d ' (G , .  
L Z d  
So by Lemma 5, G must be overfull. []  
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A slightly stronger but more complicated version of Theorem 3 can be derived if 
Theorem 2 of 1-7] is used instead of Lemma 5. 
Lemma 7. Let G be a graph with X and Y as defined above. Let G' be the subgraph of 
G induced by all vertices of X and 
A(G) >~L~J  + r(G) + defY + e(X) + d*(G') + l. 
Then G be class 2 if and only if G contains an overfull subgraph H of degree 
A (H) = A (G). 
Proofi If G contains an overfull subgraph H of degree A (H) = A (G) = A, then clearly 
G is class 2. Assume now G does not contain any overfull subgraph of degree A. We 
suppose on the contrary that G is class 2. So by Lemma 1, G contains a critical 
subgraph H of degree A. Let r (G)=r .  By Lemma 2, 6(H)>>.A--r(H)+2>>. 
A -- r + 2 as r(H) <~ r. So V(H) ~_ X. It follows that G' has maximum degree A and is 
class 2. Since G does not contain any overfull subgraph of degree A, G' is not overfull. 
Now y~y~y(zJ - dG(y) -- 1) = defy  and so d~(y) >>, A - defY - 1 for all y6 Y. Thus, 
3(G') I> A -- defY - 1 - e(X) 
~>[~J  +r(G' )+d*(G' )  
Now G' is not overfull and so G' satisfies conditions (i) and (2) of Lemma 5, and thus 
G' is class 1, contradicting that it is class 2. Thus, G must be class 1. [] 
The final theorem extends Theorem 2 of [4] which is formulated with the condition 
7r(G) 3. 
A (G) >>. L I V(G)[/2 J-~ 2 
Theorem 4. Let G' be the subgraph of G induced by all vertices of degree >~ A (G) - 
r(G) + 2 and with 
I . .  - -  , .d  
(2) A(G)~[IV~)____JJ +2r(G)+min{r (G) -1 ,  / V(G') j j -2 .  
Then G is class 2 if and only if G contains an overfull subgraph H of degree A (H) = A (G). 
Proof. We need only to consider the case where (1) holds since the inequality in (2) 
implies (1). Let r(G) = r. If r ~< 2, then by Lemma 4, G is class 1. Next suppose 
r/> 3. Let X and Y be as defined above and so V(G')= X. First assume 
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def Y + e(X) >~ r - 2. Since, 
A(G) >~L~J  + 2r + d* (G ' ) -  2 
~> +~- -  2, 
by Theorem 1, G is class 1. Next suppose def Y + e(X) ~< r - 3. Since, 
A(G) >L J + 2r + d*(G') - 2 
>k~- J J  +r+defY+~(X)+d*(G ' )+ 1, 
by Lemma 7, G is class 2 if and only if G contains an overfull subgraph of degree 
A. [] 
4. Proof of Lemma 6 
For each e V(G~), let d + (x) denote the number  of vertices of Z which are adjacent o 
x in G. Clearly, e(V(G~),Z) = ~x~v(c~)d+(x) ( >>- 2). Let d'k(X) be the number  of times 
that x appears in the sequence (xl . . . .  ,xD for 1 ~< k ~< 2 where the vertices of the 
sequence (Xl . . . . .  xa) will be defined later iteratively. If 1 ~ d'~(x) <~ d + (x), then clearly 
there will be d;(x) distinct edges xx'i, where x'i e Z and so ). = ~x d~(x) distinct edges 
xix'i(1 <~ i <~ 2). 
Since E(Ga) ¢ O, among all matchings of GA, we can choose a matching Mo such 
that Mo contains max imum number of edges e = uv satisfying d+(u)= 0 and 
d+(v) > 0. Let M = {ulvl . . . .  ,upvp} be a matching of GA, containing Mo, which is 
maximal with respect to this property. Let the vertices of V(GA) -  {Ul . . . . .  up} be 
denoted by vt, v,+l . . . . .  Vp, where t = 2p + 1 - r( ~< 1). I f t  = 1, M is a perfect match- 
ing of Ga. If t ~< 0, the vertices v, . . . .  , Vo induce a null graph. The vertices ui and vi are 
labelled such that 
(a) d+(u~) <<. d+(v~) for each i ~> 1, 
(b) d+(ui) = d+(vi) = 0 for 1 ~< i ~< s, 
(c) d+(u~)>Oandd+(v~)>Ofors+l  ~<i~<s+b,  
(d) d+(ug)=Oandd+(v / )>Ofors+b+ 1 ~i~<pand 
(e) d+ (v~) = O for t ~< i ~< t + d -1  andd+(v i )>0for t+d~<i~<0.  
See Fig. 1. 
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0 v, [d+(vd=O 
J l)t+d_ 1 
0 Vt+d I d+(vi) > 0 
J 0 vo 
ul O O ~1 } 
a+(~.) = o a+(~) 
~. 0 0 ~. 
=0 
a~(ui) > 0 { 
~',+1 0 0 v,+, / 
d+(vi) f uo+, 0 0 ~,+, 
>0 
a~(,*i) = 0 { 
Uo+b+l 0 0 ~o+b+~ / 
d+(v~) f > o 
~ 0 0 ~, 
Fig. 1. The matching M and its edges uivi (1 ~< i ~< p). 
Note that 
s+b 0 p 
Z d+( x)= Z d+(u,) + Z d+(v,) + ~ d+(v,)>~ . 
xE V(GA) i= s+ 1 i=t + d i= s+ 1 
Following [2], we define r - 2 edge-disjoint matchings M1 . . . .  , M,_  2 of the com- 
plete graph on vertices of Ga as follows: 
Mi = {UlVl-i, UBVB-i, ... ,UpVp-i} if 1 ~ i ~< 1 -- t; 
Mi = {ului+,-b UzUi+,- 2 . . . . .  ut,,+,z,uuf,+, I~]+ 1} 
u{ui+tvt, ui+t+lvt+l . . . .  ,UpVp-i} i f2 - -  t ~< i ~< p- -  t + 1; 
Mi = {ui-p+t up, ui-p+t+l up-1 . . . .  ,UL'%-"jUr"+'=-l~q+ 1} ifp - t + 2 ~ i ~< r - 2. 
Figures illustrating the matchings Mi can be found in [2]. Observe that 
M1u ... uM,_2  contains all edges of Ga except for edges which join ui to vj with i ~<j 
and which join vl to vj for any i andj .  We see that Ga - (Mlw ... uM, -B)  has M as 
essential matching and so has class 1 structure. It can be verified that I M~I ~ (r - 0/2 
for each i. Thus, Mir~E(Gd) = M~- (1 ~< i ~< r - 2) are the desired matchings of G~. 
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We next show that the sequence (x~ . . . . .  xa) can be constructed with 
1 <<, d'~(x) <<, d + (x), where x e {x~, . . . ,  x~.}. Suppose we have constructed the sequence 
(x~ . . . . .  Xk-1) for some k ~< 2 where x~e V(GA)  - V(M?) for 1 ~< i ~< k - 1. If there is 
a set W of vertices of V(Ga) such that Wc~ V(M +) = 0 (and so W ~_ V(Ga) - V(M[ )) 
and 
d+(x) - ~ d~_~(x)>~ 1, (1) 
x~W x~W 
then we can choose a vertex xeW with d~_~(x)<<.d+(x)-I to be x~. Let 
V(GA) -- W = W'. Since Z~ ~ w d~_ ~ (x) = k - 1 - ~ ~ w, d~_ ~ (x), we can rewrite (1) as 
Rk(W)= ~ d+(x)+ ~ d~_~(x)-k>>.O. (2) 
x~W x~W'  
If y~ ~ ~ w d + (x) + y~ ~ w' d~ _ 1 (x) = y.~ ~ v (~) d + (x), then (2) holds for any value of k ~< 2. 
We have either XkCV(Mk) or XR e V(MD but  XkCV(M[). Suppose in the second case, 
xky~ MR but  xkyCE(G~), then we call y an unused vertex and invar iab ly  d+ (y) = 0. In 
part icular ,  u~vjeM~_j but  uivjCE(GA) if s+ 1 <~i~<s+b and 1 ~<j~<s or 
t ~< j ~< t + d - 1! since otherwise if UgVj ~ E(G~), then since d + (u~) > 0 and  d + (v j) -- 0, 
the match ing  M'  = Mw{vju~} - {ugv~, ujvj} has one more edge xy than M (namely the 
edge vju~) satisfying d+ (x) = 0 and  d + (y) > 0, which contradicts  the def init ion of M. (If 
j ~< 0, then ujvj is empty.) Similarly, u~vfi~E(Ga) if 1 ~< i ~< s and  t + d ~<j ~< 0. So 
u~(1 ~< i ~< s) and  vj(t ~<j ~< t + d - 1 or 1 ~<j ~< s) will become unused vertices in the 
proof  that follows. Let V~ = {v,,v~+~ . . . . .  vv} for t ~ i ~< p, and  U~ = {u~,u2 . . . . .  ug} 
for l~ i~p.  Now upvp-ieMi and so Vp_i+lc~V(Mi)=O for 1 <~i<~p--t. If 
i /> p - t + 1, then upui-p+,eMi and so (V~wUi_p+t_I)C~V(Mi) = 0. We now divide 
the proof  accord ing to the fol lowing cases. 
v ,s+b 
Case 1: z.i=~+ ~d+ (ui) < s. 
First note that s > 0 and  if b > O, we can take v~, v~_ 1 . . . . .  v~ to be unused vertices 
in that order and  let 
I 
Us + 1 
Us+2 
X k ~ . 
~ Us + b 
for k = 1,2, ... ,min{s,d+(u~+l)} = ~1; 
for k = ~1 + 1, cq + 2 . . . . .  min{s + 1, ~1 -~- d+(u~+2)} = ~2; 
for k=ab-1 + 1, c%-x +2 . . . . .  min{s  + b -  1, ab-1 +d+(Us+b)} =z~b. 
See Fig. 2. 
~. _s+b =vs+b d+ Let ~b = ~- ~mce L i= s +1 d + (ul) < s, x ~i  =s + 1 (ui). If b = O, we let x = O. Note  
that u~+lvoeM,+l and d+(u~+l )  =0 as ~<s and  d+(vo)> 0 if d~< - t  and  so 
u~+lvo~M++I  . Thus if d ~< - t ,  we take U~+l . . . .  , u, to be unused vertices in that 
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ux Q~ (~ v, 
/ / /  
M+ 1 / / / /  
Us+X ~ / / C'l +1" C) VS+I 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Us+ 2 O / O Vs+2 
tt a+b 0 C)  'O a+b 
Fig. 2. 
order,  and  let 
{i ° 
/)-1 
X k = . 
t+d 
for k = ~ + 1, c¢ + 2 . . . .  , min{s, ~ + d+(vo)} = fix; 
for k=f l l  + 1, fix +2 . . . . .  min{s + 1, i l l  + d+(v-1)} =f12; 
for k = f l - , -d + 1, ... ,m in{s  -- t -- d, fl_,_e + d+ (v~+a)} = f i l - , -d.  
See Fig. 3. 
If  fll = s, then since d+(V_l) >1 1, f12 = s + 1. So f12 = min{s  + 1,~ + d+(vo) + 
= - d + (vi)} for d+(V_l)}. In general ,  we have flj rain {s+j  1, a+b2°=1_ j  
1 <~j<~ 1- t -d .  Let f lx_t_d=fl .  If d= 1 - t ,  we let f l=cc .  I f / /+ l  <~k<<,p-s,  
then 0 = d~- l (Vp-k+l)< d+(vp-a+x) and so we can let Xk = Vp-a+lCV(Mk). Note  
that  Vs+I~V(Mk)=O if k>~p-s+l .  For  max{f l+ l ,p -s+l}<~k<~2,  
Vs + 1 c~ V(M + ) = 0 and if fl = ~ + Z °=t + d d + (vi) (this inc ludes the case d = 1 - t), then 
(2) ho lds  for W = Vs+l and so we can choose XaE Vs+l. 
Suppose  nowf l=s- t -d .  Formax{f l+ l ,p -s+l}~<k~<p- t -d ,  wecan 
choose Xke V~+ z as 
P 
Rk(Vs+x)>l ~, d+(v i )+f l -k  
i=s+l  
>1 (p - s) + (s - t - -  d ) -  (p -  t -  d) >~ O. 
For  p - t -d+ 1 ~<k, then Vt+dc~V(Mk)= Vt+dC~V(M +)=0 and (2) ho lds  for 
W = V,+d, and so we can let Xke V~+e. 
Case 2: v ~+b d+(ui )>/s>O.  Z..i=s+ 1 
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Vt+d 
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Ul  
ucr+l  
u$~ 
p ,O_1 
/ 
/ 
/ / l/C) '00 
/ / / /  
/ /  / 
M++t / /  / 
~' "it e C)  7)1 0 ,. -/ ~L.+,. 
/ / / /  
/ / / M~t 
/ ' 0 'U°t+ 1 
/ i i .  
// 
// 
0// 0 V~l 
Fig. 3. 
First note that b > 0 since s > 0. We divide the proof into three parts• 
(i) l<~k<~s- t -d+l .  
By replacing ~ with 0 in Case 1 if d ~ - t, we can let Xk~{Vo,v-1  . . . . .  vt+a} for 
1 ~< k ~< min{s -  t -  d, Y°=t+dd+(vi )} = ft. If d = 1 - t, we let fl = 0. Note that 
f l>~l - t -d .  I f f l+ l~<k~<min{p-s ,s - t -d+l} , le txk=%-k+l . (Notethat  
it is possible that f l>~p-s . )  Observe that ~-i=,+v~+b 1 d+(ul)'-~-<r'+bz-~=s+ld+(v~) as 
d+(u i )~d+(V i ) .  If max { f l+ l ,p -s+l}~<k~<s- t -d+l ,  we can choose 
Xk~ Vs+ 1 as  
s+b p 
Rk(gs+l)  ~ 2 d+(ui) "~ 2 d+(1)i) ~- [~ - k 
i=s+l  i=s+b+ l 
>~s+(p-s -b )+(1- t -d ) - ( s - t -d+ 1) 
>~p-s-b>~O. 
This shows that Xk exists for 1 ~< k ~< s - t - d + 1. 
(ii) s - t -d  + 2 <<.k <<.p- t -d  + l. 
Observe that u lu jsM~+j - t  but u~ufi~E(Gz) if s + 1 ~< i ~ s + b and 1 ~ j  ~< s, as 
+ 
d+(ui) > 0 and d+(u~) = 0 and thus uiCV(Mi+~-,).  Since d + s > 0 and b > O, then as 
in Case 1, we can take v,+d- 1 . . . . .  vt, u~, . . . ,  us as unused vertices in that order and let 
•. X "s+b Xke{Us+l , . . . ,us+b}fork=s- t - -d+2,  . ,min{2s+b- t , s - t -d+l  +z, i=s+l  
d +(u/)} =~. I f~+ 1 ~<k~<p-s ,  thens - t -d+ 1 ~ +  1 ~<p-sandsobycon-  
struction of xi in (i), 0 = all,_ 1 (vp_ k + 1 ) < d + (%_ k + ~ ) and so we can let Xk = Vp_ k + 1. 
Let x'~+b d; -~(u~)=kt .  Then I~=e-s+t+d-1 .  Now if c~=s- t -d+ /--.i=s+ 1
l+~_+~+~d +(u~),then /~>~b and i f c t=2s+b- t ,  then/~>~s+b+d-1  ~>b. If 
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max{~ + 1,p - s + 1} ~< k ~< p - t - d + 1, we can choose Xk~ Vs+ 1 as 
s+b p 
Rk(V~+I)>~ ~ d+(ui)+ ~ d+(v , )+f l+ l~-k  
i=s+ l i=s+b+ l
~ s + (p -  s -b )  +(l  - t -d )  + b - (p - t -d  + 1)/>0. 
(iii) p - t -d+2~<k~<2.  
~s+b d+ Formax{~+l ,p - t -d+2}<<.k<<.A,  and i f~=s- t -d+l+~i=s+l .  (ui), 
(2) holds for W = Vt+d and so choose Xke Vt+d. Suppose throughout  his part  that 
rs+b l d+ (ui) >l s + b + d. x~+b d+(ui), that is, ~ i=,+ ~=2s+b- t<s- t -d+ 1 + ~i=s+a 
Formax{~+l ,p - t -d+2}<~k<~p-t+s+b,  ands ince /a=s+b+d- l ,  we 
can choose Xk~ V,+d as 
P 
Rk(V,+d) >>- ~ d+(v~) + ~-  k 
i=t+d 
P 
>>- ~ d+(v i )+(s+b+d-1) - (p - t+s+b)  
i=t+d 
s+b 
>>. ~. d+(u i )+(1- t -d )+(p-s -b )+d- l -p+t  
i=s+a 
>~(s + b + d) -  s -b  
>~d>~O. 
For  p -  t + b + s + 1 ~< k ~< 2, then (VtwUb+~)r~V(Mk) = 0 and clearly we can 
choose  Xk~ Vtk..IUb+ s. 
Case 3: s = 0. 
We will adapt  the proof  of Case 2. Since s = 0, we have d+(vi) > 0 for t + d ~< i ~< p 
and so we let Xk=Vv-k+X for l~<k~<l - t -dasp-k+11>t+d.  By putt ing 
s=0 in (ii) of Case 2 with d>0 and b>0,  we can let xke{ul . . . . .  Un} for 
k = 2 -  t -  d . . . . .  m in{b-  t , l  - t -  d + )~=x d+(u~)} = a. I fb  = 0 or d = 0, we let 
= l - t -d .  If ~+l~<k~<p- t -d+l ,  then O=d[,_l(Vv_k+t)<d +(v _k+l) 
and so we let xk = Vp-k+l- Using (iii) of Case 2, for max{~ + 1 ,p -  t -  d + 2} ~< 
b k ~< 2 and ~ = 1 - t -  d + Y~i=ld+(ui) (this includes the case when b = 0 but not 
d=0) ,we let xkeVt+a. I f  d=0,  then fo rp - t+2~<k~<p-t+b+l ,  we have 
0 = d~_ 1 (uk- p +t-  a) < d + (Uk- v + t-  1) and so let Xk = Uk- v +t- 1. By dist inguishing the 
case when d = 0 and the case when ~ = b - t with both b, d > 0, the rest of the proof  is 
the same as (iii) of Case 2 with s = 0. 
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